Eighth Grade Supply List  
The Exploris School  
2019-2020

- Device (holds a charge, keyboard, prefer <$300). If you prefer your child use a school issued device please SURVEY
- Earbuds - MUST HAVE
- 2 lined composition notebooks for Humanities and Science (no spiral bound)
- 2 graph paper composition notebooks for math (no spiral bound)
- 1 durable twin pocket folder for loose papers
- Pencil case/box with #2 pencils, pens, and highlighter, fine point sharpie
- A spiral bound sketch book for art. (You can use the one from 7th grade.)
- 8th Grade Math: Ti-30SXII or similar (scientific calculator $9 Amazon PRIME) same as 6th/7th calculator - nothing new!
- Math I and Math II: Ti 83 Plus ($90) or Ti 84 Plus ($100) (DO NOT purchase Ti-Plus Silver Edition)
- Math I and Math II: Large book cover
- Heavy-duty poncho (name in sharpie - to be kept at school)
- Wake County Library Card with known PIN
- 1 package of 4x6 or 3x5 index cards to be used collectively
- DO NOT purchase an Agenda/Planner - Exploris will provide through the Supply Donation (TBA).
- Water bottle with your name on it.

Crew Donations (Crews will be announced at Meet the Teacher on August 19th)
- Tissues (Adrian’s CREW)
- Dry erase markers. (Shannon’s CREW)
- Rolls of clear tape. (Cori’s CREW)
- Rolls of blue painters tape. (Jessie’s CREW)
- Please donate post its.